Remote Pilot Exam Prep Training

The Remote Pilot Exam Prep Training course is designed for individuals who want to either earn their FAA Remote Pilot Certificate or simply gain new knowledge to operate their small unmanned aerial vehicle (sUAS) with more confidence. This 100% online, asynchronous, and on-demand course will prepare participants to take the FAA Remote Pilot written test. Participants must successfully complete the course within a three-week period in order to obtain the certificate of completion.

Participants will learn how to:

1. Apply operational and identify requirements for sUAS in the national airspace
2. Appraise the effects of weather forecasts on their sUAS operation
3. Interpret relevant federal regulations for their sUAS operation.
4. Understand what recommended safe practices should be employed while operating a sUAS
5. Navigate Charts and Areas of Operation
6. Understand waivers, LAANC, FAA drone zone
7. Use safe operating procedures

PRE-REQUISITES
There are no prerequisites for this course.

ABOUT THE INSTRUCTORS
The Remote Pilot Exam Prep Training course is co-taught by Brian Strzempkowski, Matthew Dreher and Dale Gelter.

Brian Strzempkowski is the Assistant Director at the Center for Aviation Studies. Mr. Strzempkowski has over 10 years of experience in the aviation industry. The FAA Certifications that he currently holds are commercial Pilot, Single & Multi Engine, Land, Airplane, with Instrument Rating, Flight Instructor, Single Engine, Land, Instrument, Aircraft Dispatcher, Remote Pilot, Small Unmanned Aircraft System.

Matthew Dreher is the Outreach and Recruitment Coordinator for the Center for Aviation Studies. Matt holds a commercial pilot certificate with instrument privileges. He is additionally qualified as a Certified Flight Instructor and designated as an Assistant Chief Flight Instructor for the Ohio State University’s Flight Education Division. He maintains currency by continuing to work with several flight students in his new role and conducting stage check flights.

Dale Gelter is an aviation facilities management expert and Assistant Airport Director at The Ohio State University Airport. Dale offers more than a decade of proven experience as an airport executive and as Certified Member, ACE Ops, American Association of Airport Executives. Dale holds a private pilot license and instrument ground and advanced ground instructor certificates.

PRICE
$399 per person

REGISTER
To register, please visit: go.osu.edu/RPEPT

CONTACT
Professional and Distance Education Programs
Daria da Cruz, Program Coordinator
614-292-7153 | eng-profed@osu.edu